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COMPLAINT MANAGEMENT POLICIES

CONSISTENT APPROACH

Most medium to large businesses have a
policy for handling complaints but perhaps
need to review it from time to time.
Businesses that take a more ad hoc line
would benefit from developing a consistent
approach. Whatever policy is in place it
should be:

● Easy to understand

● Simple to implement

● Effectively communicated to all staff
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COMPLAINT MANAGEMENT POLICIES

WHAT TO INCLUDE

Some of the key features of a good policy include:

● Mechanisms for people to complain, including online and social media

● System for logging and analysing complaints

● Identification of those who will be responsible

● Procedures for handling different levels of complaint

● Ways of keeping customers informed

● Structure of compensations

● Follow-up action
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COMPLAINT MANAGEMENT POLICIES

ENSURE PROMPT ACTION

Complaints need to be handled without delay.

Many customers are angry, upset or disappointed when they complain. They don’t want
to have to go through the process because they expect it to be time-consuming and
stressful. This is made worse when they don’t get an immediate or satisfactory answer.
Customers accuse businesses of delay tactics and this is bad for your reputation.

Money is an emotive subject. However small or large the amount is, it is the customer’s
money and they want it back (if they are entitled to it).

Speedy refunds, resolutions about disputed goods, empathetic responses to customer
feelings show yours is a caring company and the customer is valued.

If the complaint is being investigated, which takes time, keep the customer informed and
provide an indication of when matters will be settled.
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COMPLAINT MANAGEMENT POLICIES

INFORMATION FROM CUSTOMERS

There is no point having a policy to handle unhappy customers if they are not
encouraged to come forward in the first place. Such an invitation to comment or
complain can take the form of something impersonal written on the packaging:

Customers who are not entirely satisfied with this product should … (action)

Questionnaires, comment cards, suggestion boxes, exit surveys, market research are all
positive ways of encouraging customer feedback. Ask them to follow you on social
media sites where you have a presence.

Informal verbal feedback from talking to customers is often the most valuable of all!  
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COMPLAINT MANAGEMENT POLICIES

MONITORING SOCIAL MEDIA

The growth of social media has encouraged customers to share their opinions and
experiences good and bad with a very wide audience in seconds. 

According to the Guardian, May 12th 2012, Twitter has become so widely used for airing
grievances that companies such as BT, Halifax and LA Fitness have Twitter accounts
specifically to deal with customer feedback, separate from their general public-facing
accounts.

As well as logging and analysing face-to-face, telephone and email complaints,
businesses need a strong social media presence and regular monitoring. It’s all about
reputation management and building customer relationships. 

Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and Vimeo are just a few of the general media outlets used by
individuals and businesses. Google + is tipped to become a major player. More specialist
sites including TripAdvisor® and Amazon encourage customer feedback and ratings. 

Blogging, vlogging and micro video complete the picture. You don’t know who is saying
what about you.  
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COMPLAINT MANAGEMENT POLICIES

LOGGING

When logging complaints, whatever their source, consider what kind of information
you need:

● Name, address, contact numbers

● Date, nature of complaint

● Action – solution suggested

● Customer response to suggestion

● Time-frame to put matters right

● Person responsible for action

● Corrective action to be taken to 
prevent problem from recurring
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COMPLAINT MANAGEMENT POLICIES

ANALYSING

Analysis will throw up recurring problems and
weak areas, and identify particular periods or
departments involved. All information
needs to be presented in a simple, non-
critical fashion and passed to the
relevant managers. They in turn will
need to consult staff and formulate
corrective action.

Switched-on managers and directors
will want periodic information about
customer complaints. Some companies
attach bonuses and other rewards to the
fall in numbers of complaints received. 
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COMPLAINT MANAGEMENT POLICIES

WHO DEALS WITH THE COMPLAINT?
CUSTOMER SERVICE DESKS

Identifying key people in the organisation to deal specifically with customer complaints,
comments and even compliments has become a preferred approach for major retailers
and transport companies. Staff need to be highly trained to handle all kinds of difficult
people and situations, and need full support from the rest of the team and the
management. 

● Customer Service desks become central points easily identified and accessible by
consumers

● Smaller businesses may identify individuals in each department to do a similar job

● Some managers prefer all staff to be able to deal effectively with complaints whether
or not it is anything to do with them

● Social media managers may deal with all aspects of CRM

Whatever the approach adopted, the system must be clearly identified and
communicated to everyone. The bottom line is that the customer doesn’t care who 
deals with the problem as long as someone does!
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